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INCLUSIVE TEAMWORK 
Towards a more inclusive workplace structure and culture within event organisations 
 
Project Duration: 02/2021 – 12/2022   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Organisations that actively engage in divers-sensitive recruitment practices and in building an 
inclusive climate remain scarce. This also applies to the event sector, which employs no less than 
80,000 people in Belgium. However, scientific research shows the benefits of an inclusive policy, 
both socially and economically.  

 
This project, realised with the support of the European Social Fund, wants to respond to this by 
writing an inclusive story together with the event and cultural sector. Specifically, we want to 
focus on (1) fortifying the structures for a more successful selection and recruitment of 
employees with a diverse background and (2) developing effective management principles 
and practices for team leaders and direct managers, in order to promote inclusive team 
culture. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Focus on employees with a migration background in the broad event sector  
 

This project zooms in on the inclusion of a specific diverse group: workers with a migration 
background. This focus allows us to tackle the challenge in a specific way and to develop keys 
that are sufficiently tailored to the needs of the target group and context. 

 
This project focuses on employees with a migration background in the event and cultural 
sector or the ‘broad event sector’. The broad event sector includes all actors who are 
professionally active in (cultural) events, entertainment and other forms of social gathering. The 
two major players are the event organisers on the one hand (private, public and semi-public) 
and event suppliers and facilitators on the other hand (e.g. catering, lighting and sound, 
security). The main mission of the sector is to bring people together for mainly leisure purposes 
(B2C) or mainly professional purposes (B2B), and to connect them. In order to be able to 
accomplish this mission in nowadays’ superdiverse society, the companies within this sector need 
to focus more on an inclusive offer and develop this through an inclusive policy. Achieving 
inclusion within the company, theatre or production-team, will strengthen the sector’s ability to 
fulfill its professional mission to the public.  

 
Why is an inclusive policy necessary within the broad event sector? 

 
We live and work in an ethnically diverse society. However, diversity is often not a priority when 
hiring and collaborating with employees. HR practitioners are often not aware of potential biases 
inherent to the current hiring processes and team leaders often lack skills and knowledge to 
manage diversity in the workplace. 

 
Nevertheless, scientific research highlights numerous economic and social advantages related 
to an inclusive workplace, such as the broadening of employees’ perspectives, team bonding, 
etc. Additionally, a more inclusive policy will also strengthen the sector to better fulfill their 
external mission to the broad (or better: diverse) public. 

 
How to contribute to an inclusive policy within the broad event sector?  
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This project aims to contribute to a more inclusive policy and inclusive practices within the broad 
event sector and this by firstly developing tools that can enhance divers-sensitive recruitment 
and selection. This project will therefore focus on HR practitioners (i.e. HR officers & managers) 
within the broad event sector, because they are responsible for the recruitment and selection of 
diverse employees and co-responsible for creating an inclusive workplace.  

 
Secondly, this project aims to develop inclusive leadership competences within the broad 
event sector. Therefore, this project also focusses on team leaders because they are responsible 
for the setup and maintenance of an inclusive workplace. 
 

3. PARTNERS 
 
Flemish partners 
 
This project will be conducted together with various partners. More specifically, the centre of 
expertise Public Impact (KdG University of Applied Sciences and Arts) has set up collaborations 
with following four Flemish organisations, i.e., De Aanstokerij, The Performing Arts Social Fund, 
Bowling Brands and Event Confederation, and two European organisations, i.e., Society in Motion 
& 3CLab - Cross Cultural Competence Learning & Education. 
 
 ‘Sound board’ partners 
 
Next to the Flemish and transnational project partners also other organisations have engaged to 
be part of the learning network that will be set up of in light of this project. Refu Interim, VIVO, 
VDAB, BESA, Artevelde Hogeschool, Herita en KdG Career Center will take the role of ‘sound 
board’ partner within this project. 
 

4. METHOD 
 
Design thinking will be used to offer creative and innovative solutions for the challenges 
mentioned above. This method is especially useful in solving complex problems. Design thinking 
also fosters teamwork and collaboration between all involved stakeholders. Following five phases 
are central for the design thinking process: 
 
PHASE 1: Empathise 
 
Goal? Understanding who your target group is and what they need. The primary goal of this 
phase is to see and think through the eyes of the end user.  
 
This phase of the project has already been done (September-December 2020). Desk and field 
research was performed in order to get a deeper understanding of the target group. 
 
PHASE 2: Define 
 
Goal? Specifying the needs of the target group and to define the user problem that has to be 
solved. After synthesizing all findings, a problem statement will be formulated which outlines the 
issue or challenge that is addressed.  
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Two workshops will be organised – one for each theme – with the Flemish and transnational 
partners. The goal of this workshop is to brainstorm, together with all project partners, about 
potential tools for diversity recruiting and selecting and about potential learning content for team 
leaders in order to create a more inclusive workplace. 
 
PHASE 3: Ideate 
 
Goal? Generating as many creative ideas as possible, regardless whether or not they are feasible. 
These ideas will be later turned into prototypes to be tested on real users. Potential 
misunderstandings or possible weaknesses within the design task are often detected during this 
phase. They will be discussed again with the target group. 
 
Again, two workshops – one per theme – will be organised. During these workshops all project 
partners will be stimulated to think about creative solutions for the challenges. 

 
PHASE 4: Prototype 
 
Goal? Developing one or more prototypes that can be tested by and adjusted to the demands of 
the target group.  
 
For the last time, two workshops – one per theme – will be organised to finalise the prototypes 
together with the project partners.  
 
PHASE 5: Test 

 
Goal? Placing the prototype in front of the target group in order to generate feedback about its 
functioning. It is important that the prototype will be tested in real test situation.   
 
Both HR-practitioners as well as team leaders will be asked to use and evaluate both 
prototypes for one month.  
 
Afterwards, feedback on the prototypes will be collected by means of a questionnaire. Based on 
the feedback, prototypes will be adjusted and improvements will be made before they will be 
implemented in a new test round.  
 

5. OUTPUT 
 
The main goal of this project is to guide companies and organisations within the broad event 
sector towards more inclusive recruitment and selection strategies and a more inclusive 
workplace culture. How? By developing a toolbox and a training programme. 
 
HR-officers/managers in the broad event sector can use this toolbox during the recruitment and 
selection process. The tools that will be part of the final toolbox relate to the lay-out of new 
vacancies, the choice of dissemination channels, the selection of tests, the acknowledgement of 
biases, interview techniques and transparent evaluation procedures.  
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Through a training programme (e.g., serious game or online game), team leaders from 
technical and logistic profiles in the broad event sector will be offered specific competences all 
related to the creation of an inclusive workplace culture). 


